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Editions of this work

enregistrements

→ Landscapes of the soul
  Material description:1 disque compact (1 h 13 min 58 s) : DDD
  Note: Note sur l'enregistrement : Wellington. - nz. - Michael Fowler centre. - 20120625. - 20120627
  Compositeur: Lyell Cresswell
  Direction d'orchestre: Hamish McKeich
  Piano: Stephen De Pledge
  Orchestre: New Zealand symphony orchestra. Wellington
  Ensemble de cordes: New Zealand string quartet
  Link: catalogue
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This experimenting space presents innovating visualizations of data.bnf.fr data: diagrams, timelines, maps. This data is available and freely usable (Open license), in RDF or JSON.

Sources and references

Link to the main catalogue

https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb16906892p
Sources

Wikipedia (2014-08-29)

Landscapes of the soul [Enregistrement sonore] / Lyell Cresswell, comp. ; New Zealand symphony orchestra ; Hamish McKeich, dir. Piano concerto / Lyell Cresswell, comp. ; Stephen De Pledge, p ; New Zealand symphony orchestra ; Hamish McKeich, dir. Concerto for orchestra and string quartet / Lyell Cresswell, comp. ; New Zealand string quartet ; Hamish McKeich, dir. Naxos 8.573199

Variant of the title

Landscapes of the soul (anglais)